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Tell a tale of romance with these crafty ideas for 
repurposing flea scores into charming decor. 

projectsromantic

ILLUMINATING MUSIC
Help a dated lamp base—like this formerly brass one—to sing an updated tune with 
black spray paint and a shade embellished with vintage sheet music. To replicate the 
look, tie one end of a piece of cotton string to the shade’s wire arm and wrap the string 
around the shade a few times before securing the other end in a bow at the back of 
the shade. Use small dabs of glue to secure sheet music flags over the string. Hot-glue 
circles of sheet music to the shade’s base to form a scalloped trim.
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TRAY CHARMING
Stock up on tole trays at flea markets, thrift stores, and church bazaars—where 
they’re still inexpensive enough to scoop up en masse—to create a colorful gallery 
wall. Gather four or five trays in different shapes, including some with rounded edges 
for greater visual impact. Lay out various arrangements on the floor, turning the trays 
this way and that until you like the layout. Then mount them on the wall—such as 
above a bed or sofa—with press-on, pull-off hook-and-loop picture hangers.



HANDY HELPER
Give an old cabinet door a facelift—turn it into a tray by screwing drawer pulls into 
either end so it’s easy to pick up. Rescued from a curbside trash pile, this door now 
corrals books and a vase of fresh flowers atop an old chicken coop, the ultimate farm-
to-table example. The coop was raised to coffee-table height with 4-inch casters, but 
you could also use bun feet or short table legs (available at home centers).
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STORAGE BEAUTIES 
Use an old window screen hung on a vintage door as an 
open-air display for necklaces and earrings. Just poke 
drapery hooks into the screen and slip jewels onto the 

hooks for tangle-free storage. Need to store more? Screw an 
old table leg into a wood base and attach hooks and knobs 

to the leg’s sides to catch bracelets. Stash additional baubles 
in a vintage bowl elevated by an overturned tea cup. Secure 

the cup to the bowl with epoxy.

PAPER PANACHE
For budget-friendly art with 3-D presence, use  

decorative papers to showcase miniature treasures.  
White paint unites this set of mismatched picture  
frames, and hot glue holds old buttons atop a mix  

of patterned papers. Bring more scraps of paper into play  
as bunting, and use old book pages—rolled into cones  

and glued in layers to a cardboard circle—to form a  
storybook wreath.



Antique doors are design workhorses:  
Use them as art backdrops and to make furniture.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY
Employ an old wooden pant hanger to support a favorite family picture—or any 
antique photo that catches your eye at garage sales, flea markets, and auctions.  
The older the photo and the stranger the occasion for snapping it, the better for 
sparking interesting conversations. Use an empty vintage window frame to further 
spotlight the picture.
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BIG HELLO
Use an old door as a welcome sign to extend a warm greeting to friends and family 
by the front door. Paint the recessed panels with chalkboard paint and change the 
message as the season or the spirit dictates. Hang a teacup or metal creamer from a 
cup hook or the doorknob to keep chalk close at hand.


